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In Jacksonville, FL
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About the Neighborhood of Argyle:

Argyle is a mature neighborhood located in southwest Jacksonville, west of
Blanding Blvd and east of Brandan Field (State Rd 23) and south of Collins Rd. It is
a mature neighborhood and beautifully landscaped with lovely oak trees.
There are approximately 5700 homes in this neighborhood. Mostly single family
homes but there are also Condos and apartments.
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Sold Properties in Argyle

325 homes sold in Argyle over the last six months. The median sold price was
$190,000.
(call to request a complete list of sold properties and sold prices)

Pending Properties in Argyle
79 homes pending in Argyle over the last six months. Pending means the home is
under contract and cleared all contingencies, ready to close.
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Withdrawn Properties in Argyle
In the last 6 months no homes were withdrawn
A home that is withdrawn is a property that is temporarily removed from the
market. There are many reasons a property may be withdrawn, repairs, illness,
tenant…

Expired Properties in Argyle
In the last 6 months only 59 homes expired
Expired Properties are homes that didn’t sell at the desired price of the home
seller. Property owners must know that properties are sold within the market
forces of neighborhoods, city and county statistics. (This is why all of my clients
get a Free, No Obligation updated Valuation and CMA before they list their home.
Please inquire about what a Proper Check-Listed CMA is.

Properties that Rented in Argyle
Over the last 6 months, 186 homes were rented in Argyle. With a median monthly
rental of $1,400.
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There are currently 66 homes listed for rent.

Summary
The current inventory is very low we have about 3.5 months of inventory in
Jacksonville but in Argyle we have only about 2.5 months of inventory. This
means that if we do not put any more homes on the market all the homes will be
sold within 2.5 months. Last year at this time we had about 1.6 months of
inventory in Argyle therefore our inventory is UP about 200% from this time last
year.
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Argyle Forest Home Sellers, First Impressions are Critical!!
Put yourself in your buyers’ shoes. Enter your home starting at the front door
and ‘tour’ your home as though you were a buyer. When a buyer is viewing your
home, they have every right to be critical of every single aspect of your home –
remember, this may very well be their new home! Does your home ‘flow’ nicely?
Are your colors coordinating? Are all repairs made? Does your home smell
clean? Is your home bright and welcoming?
Even though Argyle home inventory is low, pricing and preparation of your home
are still important!

Here are 10 top priority tips for Argyle Forest home sellers:
1. The Front Door: Many of us pull into our garages, rarely ever even using
our front door other than to greet guests from the inside—never seeing
what our guests see as they’re standing at the door waiting for us to greet
them. A clean, freshly painted front door with a new welcome mat is the
best way to give your buyers a truly positive first impression. Fresh
seasonal flowers in a nice pot also make your buyers feel at home before
they even enter the front door!
2. Address any deferred maintenance: A pre-inspection is always a great idea
– even newer homeowners can have hidden repairs that will be discovered
with the buyers’ inspector. These items tend to elongate the list of repairs
that the buyers find and put doubt in their minds as to how well the home
has been maintained in general. Glaring items are important to address
pre-listing such as caulking, broken seals on windows, dripping faucets, etc.
Those little things also give buyers pause, wondering if there are hidden
issues since the glaring ones haven’t been addressed.
3. Neutral colors: This is likely one of the biggest complaints buyers have
when touring homes with loud or bright colored paint. The paint may have
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been your child’s favorite color of purple but, neutralizing that one room
can make a huge difference in buyers’ opinion of your home. It’s a ‘cheap’
investment that goes a long way in getting your home SOLD!
4. De-Personalize: Buyers love looking at photographs and trying to ‘figure
out’ your familial status…are you downsizing?…is your family growing and
you’ve grown out of the house?…will the same thing happen to them? You
don’t want buyers looking at your photos, you want them looking at your
HOUSE!
5. De-Clutter: Cleaning closets and drawers are just as important as cleaning
the carpets. Buyers are going to open the cabinets, drawers and closets
and you don’t want them to think that you have run out of room in your
house (meaning that there isn’t enough storage in your home). Get rid of it
by giving it away, selling it or packing what you’re not using. Remember,
you’re soon going to be packing anyway – why not start now?
6. Garage: You may choose to use your garage for storage but, your buyers
may want to park their cars in there. If the garage is full of furniture and
boxes, the buyers can’t see that they will have a good sized garage for
parking. Rent storage space and clean out that garage!
7. Floors: Do you hardwoods need to be refinished? Does the carpet need
cleaning or replaced? Gone are the days that buyers want a ‘carpet
allowance.’ Buyers want move-in ready and floors are an important item
that they will be looking at closely.
8. Windows: Clean your windows and screens and let the sunshine IN! If you
have windows with a broken seal (cloudy in between the two layers of
glass), go ahead and have them replaced. This is an item that inspectors
WILL find and buyers WILL ask for you to replace them. You have more
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time now to replace those windows than you will while you’re packing to
move!
9. Kitchen: Kitchens and baths are the most important parts of the house to
many buyers. If your kitchen needs updating, go ahead and do that NOW –
buyers do NOT want any updating to do when they move in. As our lives
are so much busier than ever before, buyers during the last 3-5 years have
been bypassing homes that need updates. We see it all the time – the
bones are excellent but, they want move-in ready. If your kitchen is
updated, be sure that all cabinets, drawers, the pantry and countertops are
all clean and organized.
10.Landscaping: Outdoor living areas are huge this year! Buyers want
maintenance-free and want a lovely yard (or garden). Be sure that your
flower beds have a few seasonal annuals blooming and fresh mulch to
make a clean, finished landscape. Get rid of weeds and trim the hedges.
Also, be sure that all of the children’s toys and bicycles are stored away
properly and not left on the driveway or lawn.

Bonus tip for selling your Argyle home when you do get it ready for the market:
VACATE your home when potential buyers come to visit. DON’T be the elephant
in the room! Your presence will make it difficult or awkward for the buyers to
discuss their thoughts and feelings openly with their agent or partner. They will
also rush through your home so as not to cause YOU any inconvenience with
them being there.
Paula Wynn, REALTOR®
EXIT Real Estate Gallery
3584 St. Johns Av. Jacksonville, FL 32225
Direct: (904) 502-9432
Paula@PaulaWynn.com
www.PaulaWynn.com
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TESTIMONIALS
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“First impressions are very important to us. Paula responded with great swiftness to our
initial phone call and all our needs throughout the process.
The sale had some hurdles that she was able to handle and keep any stress down on
our end.
That for us was PERFECT.
Thank You Paula Wynn and if ever I was in need of a realtor again, YOU would be my
FIRST CALL!!!!!
Very Grateful”
Sue O.

“Paula Wynn was fantastic throughout the entire process. She helped us determine our
needs and showed us homes that met those needs. The best part was that although
she was in Jacksonville and we were in San Diego, Paula went the extra mile to make
sure we got everything we needed.”
Clay R.

“Thank you for being our realtor, someone who is trustworthy and looking out for our
best interest. Someone who deserves a BIG thank you for the outstanding job! She
showed us several proprieties and with each step of the way in our search, her and her
team clarified all of our questions of first time home buyers and were really working
together to make this dream come true! So bedsides all of them being super
professional and really GREAT at their jobs, we felt like we weren't just two more
customers, but that they were cheering with us. Now we got our awesome home where
we always wanted to be, close to the beach”
Stephanie M.
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